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Abstract: In designated confirmer signature (DCS) scheme, a signature can be verified only by interacting with a semi-
trusted third party, called the confirmer. In previous DCS schemes, a confirmer is designated at the time of the
signature generation. So once the designated confirmer becomes unavailable, no one can verify the validity
of the signature. In this paper, we introduce an extended DCS scheme which the confirmers can be added
after the signature is generated. We give the new model and the security definitions, and propose the concrete
scheme that is provably secure without random oracles.

1 INTRODUCTION

In ordinary digital signatures, anybody can verify the
signature by using the public information. However,
it might be undesirable that everyone can freely ver-
ify the signature according to the usage. To solve
such a problem, Chaum and Antwerpen introduced
the notion ofUndeniable Signatures(Chaum and van
Antwerpen, 1990). Undeniable signatures cannot be
verified without the signer’s cooperation unlike ordi-
nary digital signatures. However, if the signer is not
available, the verification of undeniable signatures be-
comes impossible. To overcome this problem, Chaum
proposed the notion ofDesignated Confirmer Signa-
tures (DCS) (Chaum, 1994), that is, a semi-trusted
third party called theconfirmercan convince the ver-
ifier that the signature is valid or invalid instead of a
signer. In the DCS scheme, given a signatureσ and
a messagem, the confirmer can prove that the signa-
ture is valid or invalid on a messagemby executing a
Confirm/Disavow protocol.

In previous DCS schemes, a confirmer is desig-
nated at the time of the signature generation. So once
the designated confirmer becomes unavailable, no one
can verify the validity of the signature. For example,
consider the situation that the president of a company
signs the document and wants to limit the verifiabil-
ity. In such a case, his/her secretary can decide the
appropriate verifier and convince a verifier of the va-
lidity of the signature using the DCS. However, if the
secretary changes the section or retires from the com-
pany, anyone cannot convince a verifier that the sig-

nature is valid or invalid. From the above mentioned
consideration, an extension of DCS scheme which the
confirmers can be added dynamically is a preferable
property.

In this paper we propose an extension of DCS
scheme which the confirmers can be added after the
signature is generated.

1.1 Related Work

After Chaum’s proposal of the notion of DCS, many
DCS schemes have been introduced (Okamoto, 1994;
Michels and Stadler, 1998; Camenisch and Michels,
2000; Goldwasser and Waisbard, 2004; Gentry et al.,
2005; Wang et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2008).

Okamoto introduced a first formal model of DCS
and showed that DCS and public key encryption are
equivalent (Okamoto, 1994). Michels and Stadler
pointed out that in the Okamoto’s scheme the con-
firmer can forge valid signature on behalf of the
signer. They also proposed new security model
and constructed the concrete scheme (Michels and
Stadler, 1998). Modifying the definitions of Okamoto
(Okamoto, 1994) and Camenish and Michels (Ca-
menisch and Michels, 2000), Goldwasser and Wais-
bard proposed a relaxed security definition and used
strong witness hiding proof of knowledge instead of
generic zero-knowledge proof in theirConfirm proto-
col (Goldwasser and Waisbard, 2004). Gentry, Mol-
nar and Ramzan presented a generic transformation
to convert any secure signature scheme into DCS
scheme (GMR scheme) without random oracles or
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generic zero-knowledge proofs (Gentry et al., 2005).
Wang, Baek, Wong and Bao proposed the efficient
DCS scheme improving the GMR scheme (Wang
et al., 2007). Zhang, Chen and Wei proposed the sim-
ple and efficient DCS scheme based on bilinear pair-
ing (Zhang et al., 2008).

1.2 Our Contribution

To construct a designated confirmer signature scheme
which the confirmers can be added after the signa-
ture is generated (ADCS for short), introducing tem-
porary public/secret confirmation keys (pck/sck for
short) instead of confirmer’s public/secret keys may
be an effective strategy. According to the above
strategy, anyone given the temporarysck can exe-
cute theConfirm/Disavow protocol. Although the
required properties can be realized by introducing
the pck/sck to the almost all existing DCS (Chaum,
1994; Okamoto, 1994; Michels and Stadler, 1998;
Camenisch and Michels, 2000; Goldwasser and Wais-
bard, 2004; Gentry et al., 2005; Wang et al., 2007), a
verifier cannot know who is the confirmer as long as
auxiliary authentication protocols are not appended.
Nevertheless, bothConfirm/Disavow protocol based
on these existing DCS are still complicated.

On the other hand, when we introduce thepck/sck
to ZCW08 (Zhang et al., 2008) scheme, bothCon-
firm/Disavow protocols become very simple. In
ZCW08 scheme, it is easy to convert DCS into or-
dinary signature usingsck. Furthermore it is easy
to convert ordinary signature into DCS too. So the
ADCS which should be verified usingpck1 can be
easily modified to the ADCS which should be verified
usingpck2. The illegal transformation may cause the
serious trouble in some applications. So prohibiting
such a transformation may be a preferable feature.

In this paper, we introduce a new model suit-
able for the above scenario and construct a new DCS
scheme. Our scheme is an extension of ZCSM06 sig-
nature scheme (and similar to ZCW08 scheme) and
has the following properties.

1. TheConfirm/Disavow protocol is very simple.

2. It is impossible to transform the ADCS verifiable
by pck1 to the ADCS verifiable bypck2.

3. The security of the proposed scheme in this model
can be proved under thek + 1-square roots as-
sumption andl -BDHE assumption without ran-
dom oracles.

2 PRELIMINARIES

We describe the settings and computational assump-
tions used in this paper.

2.1 Bilinear Groups

Let G andG1 be two (multiplicative) cyclic groups
of prime orderp andg be a generator ofG. A bilin-
ear mape : G×G→ G1 is said to be an admissible
bilinear pairing if the following three conditions hold:

1. Bilinearity: for all u,v ∈ G and a,b ∈ Zp,
e(ua,vb) = e(u,v)ab.

2. Non-degeneracy:e(g,g) 6= 1, i.e. the map does
not send all pairs inG×G to the identity inG1.

3. Computability: there is an efficient algorithm to
computee(u,v) for all u,v∈G.

2.2 k+1 Square Roots Assumption

The k + 1 square roots problem in(G,G1) (Zhang
et al., 2006) is stated as follows: given{k ∈
Z, x ∈R Zp, g ∈ G, α = gx, h1, ...,hk ∈ Zp,

g(x+h1)
1/2

, ...,g(x+hk)
1/2
} as input, output(g(x+h)1/2

,
h 6∈ {h1, ...,hk}).

Definition 1. We say that the(k+1,t,ε)- square roots
assumption holds in(G,G1) if no t-time algorithm
has advantage at leastε in solving the k+ 1 square
roots problem in(G,G1).

2.3 l -BDHE Assumption

Let G be a bilinear group of prime orderp. The l -
BDHE problem (Boneh et al., 2005) inG is stated
as follows: given(h,g,gα,gα2

,gαl
,gαl+2

, ...,gα2l
) as

input, outpute(g,h)αl+1
.

Definition 2. We say that the(t,ε, l)-BDHE assump-
tion holds inG if no t-time algorithm has advantage
at leastε in solving the l-BDHE problem inG.

2.4 Zero Knowledge Proofs

In DCS schemes, a confirmer executes interactive
protocol to prove a verifier that the signature is valid
or invalid. We use a zero-knowledge proof of knowl-
edge (ZKPoK) protocol rather than honest-verifier
zero-knowledge protocol so that our scheme should
be secure against arbitrary cheating verifier. In our
scheme, only the simple ZKPoK (e.g. the equality
or inequality of two discrete logarithms) are required.
The special honest verifier ZKPoK of the equality (or
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inequality) of two discrete logarithms are well known
(Camenisch and Shoup, 2003; Ogata et al., 2005),
and the transformation techniques from such a special
honest verifier ZKPoK into (concurrent) ZKPoK are
well known too (Cramer et al., 2000; Damgård, 2000;
Gennaro, 2004). Moreover, we need a knowledge ex-
tractor to prove the security in our scheme, and the
fact that any ZKPoK protocol has a knowledge ex-
tractor is well known too. So we omit the description
of the concrete ZKPoK protocols or the knowledge
extractor in this paper.

3 MODEL AND DEFINITIONS

3.1 Outline of Our Model

The model of ADCS consists of a signerS , confirmers
(and candidates for confirmer)C i(i = 1,2, ...,n) and a
verifierV .

In the previous DCS schemes, a signature is gen-
erated by using confirmer’s public key and signer’s
secret (and public) key. However in ADCS model, a
signer does not know who will become a confirmer
in future, so we cannot use the ordinary DCS genera-
tion. In our construction, we introduce the confirma-
tion key pair (the public confirmation keypckand the
secret confirmation keysck). The secret confirmation
key sck is necessary for the confirmer to confirm or
disavow it.

To construct the scheme efficiently, the confirmer
is regard as very highly trusted authority in our model.
(Note that all designated confirmer signatures can be
converted into ordinary ones by revealingsck.)

For the adversarial model, we classify the can-
didates for confirmer into two groups, namely,
S C h(selective honest confirmers)and S C c(selective
corrupted confirmers). C i ∈ S C h never reveal the se-
cret keyski , andC j ∈ S C c may reveal the secret key
skj . This classification is similar to the selective ID
secure IBE (Boneh and Boyen, 2004).

3.2 Formal Definitions

We describe the formal definitions of ADCS. Let
negl(λ) denote a negligible function; i.e., one that
grows smaller than 1/λc for all c and all sufficiently
largeλ.

Definition 3. A secure ADCS consists of following 8
algorithms:

-KeyGen: takes as input1λ and outputs some pairs
of keys(skS, pkS) , (ski , pki) , (sck, pck). skS is a
signing key and pkS is a verification key forS . ski

is a secret key and pki is a public key forC i(i =
1,2, ...,n). sck is a secret confirmation key and
pck is a public confirmation key.

-Sign: takes as input (m,skS) and out-
puts an ordinary signature σ̃ such that
Verify(m, σ̃, pkS) =Accept.

-Verify: takes as input(m, σ̃, pkS) and outputAccept
if σ̃ is an output ofSign(m,skS), and output⊥ oth-
erwise.

-ConfirmedSign: takes as input(m,skS,sck) and out-
puts an ADCSσ on m.

-Extract: releases the secret confirmation key sck.
Once sck is released, all previous ADCSs become
publicly verifiable.

-Designate: takes as input(sck,ski) and outputs
pcki , which is public confirmation key forC i .
To be designated as a confirmer,C i must receive
the secret confirmation key from a signer or an
existing confirmer who have already obtained a
secret confirmation key.

-Confirm: is an interactive protocol betweenC i and
V with common input(m,σ, pki , pck, pcki) . The
output is b∈ {Accept,⊥}.
The protocol must be both complete and sound.
For completeness, we require that there is some
C i such that if σ is a valid ADCS on m then
b = Accept. For soundness, we require that for
all confirmersC ′ if σ is an invalid ADCS on m,
thenPr[Confirm(m,σ, pki , pck, pcki) = Accept] <
negl(λ).

-Disavow: is an interactive protocol betweenC i and
V with common input(m,σ, pki , pck, pcki) . The
output is b∈ {Accept,⊥}.
The protocol must be both complete and sound.
For completeness, we require that there is someC i
such that ifσ is an invalid ADCS on m then
b = Accept. For soundness, we require that for
all confirmersC ′ if σ is a valid ADCS on m,
thenPr[Disavow(m,σ, pki , pck, pcki) =Accept] <
negl(λ).

Actually the Extract algorithm should be rarely
used because the influence is too large in our model.
However, following the formal definitions of previ-
ous DCS (Camenisch and Michels, 2000; Goldwasser
and Waisbard, 2004; Gentry et al., 2005; Wang et al.,
2007; Zhang et al., 2008), we have left theExtract
algorithm.

The primary condition of DCS is that nobody can
confirm the validity of the signature except the con-
firmer. Furthermore, the security requirements are
classified into two categories:security for signers
andsecurity for confirmers. Intuitively, security for
signersguarantees that ADCSs are unforgeable under
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adaptive chosen message attacks andsecurity for con-
firmersguarantees that no one except for confirmers
can confirm the validity of ADCSs to verifiers.

We describe formal definitions ofsecurity for
signersas follows:

Definition 4. (Security for signers) An ADCS scheme
is secure for signers if no probabilistic polynomial
time adversaryA has a non-negligible advantage in
the following game:

Game S

1. The challengerB takes as input a security param-
eter1λ and gives(pkS, pk1, ..., pkn, pck) to A .

2. The adversaryA is permitted to a series of
queries:

ConfirmedSign queries:A submits a message m
and receives an ADCSσ on m.

Extract queries:A receives a secret confirmation
key sck.

Designate queries:A submitsC i ’s public key pki
and receives a corresponding public confirma-
tion key pcki .

Confirm(A ,V )/Disavow(A ,V ) queries:A executes
Confirm/Disavow protocol in the confirmer role.

Confirm(C ,A )/Disavow(C ,A ) queries: A executes
Confirm/Disavow protocol in the verifier role.

CorruptC queries:A submits a confirmer’s pub-
lic key pki and receives a corresponding secret
key ski .

3. At the end of this game,A outputs a pair(m∗,σ∗).
A wins the game ifConfirm(C ,V ) (m∗,σ∗, pki ,

pck, pcki) = Accept such that m∗ has never been
queried to theConfirmedSign oracle and that(m∗,σ∗)
has never been accepted at theConfirm(C ,A ) queries
earlier. TheA ’s advantageAdvS(A ) is defined to be
probability thatA wins this game.

Now we explain thesecurity for confirmers. In-
formally, an ADCS scheme need to be secure against
forgery and impersonation under adaptive chosen
message attacks (Ogata et al., 2005). In other
word, security for confirmersrequires that no one,
except legal confirmers, can generate a valid pair
(m,σ, pk∗i , pck∗i ) which will be confirmed inConfirm
protocol(here,m andσ may have already been pro-
duced by legal signer). In an ADCS scheme, the
”legal” confirmers should know both the confirmer’s
secret keyski and the secret confirmation keysck.
Therefore,security for confirmersis divided into the
following two cases, i.e., 1)no one except for having
ski can prove the validity of a DCS, and 2)no one ex-
cept for havingsckcan prove the validity of a DCS.

We describe formal definitions ofsecurity for con-
firmersas follows:

Definition 5. (Security for confirmers) An ADCS
scheme is secure for confirmers if no probabilistic
polynomial time adversaryA has a non-negligible
advantage in both of Game C-1 and Game C-2.

Game C-1

1. The adversaryA classifies the candidates for con-
firmers(C1, ...,Cn) into C i(i = 1, ..., l) ∈ S C h and
C j( j = l + 1, ...,n) ∈ S C c, and notifies the chal-
lengerB .

2. B takes as input a security parameter1λ and gives
(pkS, pk1, ..., pkn, pck) to A .

3. A is permitted to a series of queries:

ConfirmedSign queries:A submits a message m
and receives an ADCSσ on m.

Extract queries:A receives a secret confirmation
key sck.

Designate queries: A submitsC i ∈ S C h’s pub-
lic key pki and receives a corresponding public
confirmation key pcki for C i. Note that a query
of pkj(C j ∈ S C c) is prohibited.

Confirm(A ,V )/Disavow(A ,V ) queries:A executes
Confirm/Disavow protocol in the confirmer role.

Confirm(C ,A )/Disavow(C ,A ) queries: A executes
Confirm/Disavow protocol in the verifier role
with C i ∈ S C h. It is prohibited thatA executes
Confirm/Disavow protocol withC j ∈ S C c.

CorruptS queries: A submits a signerS ’s veri-
fication key pkS and receives a corresponding
signing key skS.

CorruptC queries: A submits a confirmerC j ∈
S C c’s public key pkj and receives a corre-
sponding secret key skS. Note that a query of
pki(C i ∈ S C h) is prohibited.

4. At the end of this game,A outputs a pair
(m,σ, pk∗i , pck∗i ).

A wins the game ifConfirm(A ,V ) (m,σ, pk∗i ,

pck, pck∗i ) = Accept. TheA ’s advantageAdvC−1(A )
is defined to be probability thatA wins this game.

Game C-2

1. The adversaryA classifies the candidates for con-
firmers(C1, ...,Cn) into C i(i = 1, ..., l) ∈ S C h and
C j( j = l + 1, ...,n) ∈ S C c, and notifies the chal-
lengerB .

2. B takes as input a security parameter1λ and gives
(pkS, pk1, ..., pkn, pck) to A .

3. A is permitted to a series of queries:
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ConfirmedSign queries:A submits a message m
and receives an ADCSσ on m.

Designate queries: A submitsC i ∈ S C h’s pub-
lic key pki and receives a corresponding public
confirmation key pcki for C i . Note that a query
of pkj(C j ∈ S C c) is prohibited.

Confirm(A ,V )/Disavow(A ,V ) queries:A executes
Confirm/Disavow protocol in the confirmer role.

Confirm(C ,A )/Disavow(C ,A ) queries: A executes
Confirm/Disavow protocol in the verifier role
with C i ∈ S C h. It is prohibited thatA executes
Confirm/Disavow protocol withC j ∈ S C c.

CorruptS queries: A submits a signerS ’s veri-
fication key pkS and receives a corresponding
signing key skS.

CorruptC queries: A submits a confirmerC j ∈
S C c’s public key pkj and receives a corre-
sponding secret key skS. Note that a query of
pki(C i ∈ S C h) is prohibited.

4. At the end of this game,A outputs a pair
(m,σ, pk∗i , pck∗i ).

A wins the game ifConfirm(A ,V ) (m,σ, pk∗i ,
pck, pck∗i ) = Accept. TheA ’s advantageAdvC−2(A )
is defined to be probability thatA wins this game.

4 PROPOSED SCHEME

We present a construction of the scheme adding con-
firmer into DCS (ADCS) based on ZCSM06 signature
scheme (Zhang et al., 2006).

4.1 The ZCSM06 Signature Scheme

We describe the ZCSM06 short signature scheme
(Zhang et al., 2006).

Let G be bilinear groups where|G|= p for some
prime p. Let g be a generator ofG.

KeyGen: pick randomx,y∈ Z∗p and computeu← gx

andv← gy. The verification key is(u,v). The
signing key is(x,y).

Sign: given a signing key(x,y) and a messagem∈
Z∗p , pick a randomr ∈ Z∗p and compute ˜s←

g(x+my+r)1/2
. Here (x+ my+ r)1/2 is computed

modulo p. In the unlikely event thatx+ my+ r
is not a quadratic residue modulop we try again
with a different randomr. The signature is̃σ =
(s̃, r).

Verify: given a verification key(u,v), a messagem,
and a signaturẽσ = (s̃, r), verify that

e(s̃, s̃) = e(uvmgr ,g).

If the equality holds the result is valid; otherwise
the result is invalid.

Theorem 1. Suppose the(k+ 1,t ′,ε′)-square roots
assumption holds in(G,G1). Then the ZCSM06 sig-
nature scheme is(t,qS,ε)-secure against existential
forgery under a chosen message attack provided that

qS≤ k+1, ε = 2ε′+4qS/p≈ 2ε′, t ≤ t ′−Θ(qST).

4.2 Construction of ADCS Scheme

We describe a construction of ADCS scheme. The
Sign and theVerify algorithm are same as ZCSM06,
and theConfirmedSign algorithm is similar to ZCW08
(Zhang et al., 2008).

Let G be a bilinear group where|G|= p for some
primep. Let g be a generator ofG.

KeyGen: pick randomx,y ∈ Z∗p, randomk ∈ Z∗p
such thatk is a quadratic residue modulop and
computeu← gx, v← gy, K ← gk andb← gk2

.
(skS, pkS) = ((x,y),(u,v)), (sck, pck) = (b,K).
Pick randomai ∈ Z

∗
p (i = 1, ...,n), and compute

Ai ← gai (i = 1, ...,n). (ski , pki) = (ai ,Ai).

Sign: is same as the ZCSM06 signature scheme.

Verify: is same as the ZCSM06 signature scheme.

ConfirmedSign: given (x,y), k, and a messagem∈
Z∗p , pick a randomr ∈ Z∗p and computes←

K(x+my+r)1/2
. In the unlikely event thatx+my+ r

is not a quadratic residue modulop we try again
with a different randomr. The ADCS isσ = (s, r).

Extract: releasesck= b. Onceb is revealed, every-
one can verify the signatureσ onmby

e(s,s) = e(uvmgr ,b).

If the equality holds the result is valid; otherwise
the result is invalid.

Designate: given sck= b and ski = ai , computes
Bi ← b1/ai , and disclosespcki = Bi as the pub-
lic confirmation key forC i. Any verifier V can
verify the validity ofBi by

e(K,K) = e(Ai ,Bi).

Confirm: given a pair(m,σ), C i verifies an ADCS by

e(s,s) = e(uvmgr ,Bi)
ai .

If the equality holds,C i execute the interactive
ZKPoK protocol withV as follows;

PK{(ai) : e(s,s) = e(uvmgr ,Bi)
ai ∧

e(g,g)ai = e(Ai ,g)}.

otherwise,C i outputs⊥.
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Disavow: given a pair(m,σ), C i verify an ADCS by

e(s,s) = e(uvmgr ,Bi)
ai .

If the equality does not hold,C i execute the inter-
active ZKPoK protocol withV as follows;

PK{(ai) : e(s,s) 6= e(uvmgr ,Bi)
ai ∧

e(g,g)ai = e(Ai ,g)}.

otherwise,C i outputs⊥.

5 SECURITY

In this section, we prove security of the proposed
scheme.

The security proof of the underlying scheme and
our extension does not use random oracles. So, the
proposed scheme can be proven without random ora-
cles.

Theorem 2. Suppose the ZCSM06 scheme is
(t ′,q′S,ε)-secure against existential forgery under a
chosen message attack. Then the proposed scheme
is (t,q,ε)-secure for signer provided that t′ = t +
qT where q is the total number of queries that the
adversary can issue to the oracles , T is a maxi-
mum time required to execute of an exponentiation
in G, ConfirmedSign, Confirm(A ,V ), Disavow(A ,V ),
Confirm(C ,A ), Disavow(C ,A ) queries.

Proof. Let A be a PPT adversary that has non-
negligible advantageAdvS(A ). We construct a sim-
ulator B which forges the ZCSM06 signature using
A .
Let (G,G1,e, p,g) be a parameter of bilinear groups.
B is given a pair(g,u = gx,v = gy) generated by
ZCSM06’s KeyGen algorithm. B picks a random
k ∈ Z

∗
p and computeK ← gk,b← gk2

. B also picks
a randomai ∈ Z∗p(i = 1, ...,n) and computeAi ←
gai (i = 1, ...n). A is given(g,u,v,K,Ai)(i = 1, ...,n).
A makes queries adaptively, andB responds as fol-
lows:

WhenA makes aConfirmedSign query for a mes-
sagem, B queries ZCSM06’s signing oracle with the
samem. ThenB obtainsσ̃ = (s̃, r), computess← s̃k,
and returnsσ = (s, r) to A .

When A makes aConfirm(A ,V ) / Disavow(A ,V )

query,B performs theConfirm/Disavow protocol in
the verifier role.B need not know any secret informa-
tion.

When A makes aConfirm(C ,A ) / Disavow(C ,A )

query,B performs theConfirm/Disavow protocol in
the confirmer(prover) role.B can perform the proto-
col becauseB has all secret information for the con-
firmer.

WhenA makes aDesignate query for a confirmer
C i , B returnsBi = b1/ai to A .

WhenA makes aExtract query,B returns the se-
cret confirmation keyb to A .

WhenA makes aCorruptC query for a confirmer
C i , B returnsai to A .
B does not abort during above simulation, and

finally A outputs (m∗,s∗, r∗) such thate(s∗,s∗) =

e(uvm∗gr∗ ,b). Let s̃∗ ← s∗1/k, and B outputs
(m∗, s̃∗, r∗). Because ofe(s̃∗, s̃∗) = e(uvm∗gr∗ ,g), B
succeeds in forgery on ZCSM06 signature scheme .
�

Theorem 3. Suppose the(t ′,ε,3)-BDHE assumption
holds in G. Then the proposed scheme is(t,q,ε)-
secure for confirmer.

To provide the proof of Theorem 3, we show
Lemma 1 and Lemma 2.
Lemma 1. If there exists a t-time algorithmA which
satisfiesAdvC−1(A ) ≥ ε, there exists an algorithm
which solves(t ′,ε,3)-BDHE problem. Here t′ = t +
qT where q is the total number of queries that the
adversary can issue to the oracles and T is a max-
imum time required to execute of an exponentiation
in G, ConfirmedSign, Confirm(A ,V ), Disavow(A ,V ),
Confirm(C ,A ), Disavow(C ,A ) queries.
Proof. Let A be a PPT adversary that has non-
negligible advantageAdvC−1(A ). We construct a
simulatorB which solves 3-BDHE problem usingB .
B is given a random 3-BDHE challenge

(H,G,Gz,Gz2
,Gz3

,Gz5
,Gz6

).
A outputs the list ofC i ∈ S C h (the identity of se-

lective honest confirmers) andC j ∈ S C c (the identity
of selective corrupted confirmers), and notifiesB .

Let g← Gz2
andh← Gz3

. B picks random val-
ues(x,y) ∈ Z∗p as a signing key and computes(u←
gz,v← gy) as a verification key.B picks a random
valuek ∈ Z∗p and computesb← gk2

as a secret con-
firmation key andK ← gk as a public confirmation
key. Furthermore,B generates confirmer’s public and
secret key pairs as follows:

• For C i ∈ S C h, B picks random valuesai(i =
1, ..., l) as secret keys and computesAi ←
(gz)ai (i = 1, ..., l) as public keys.

• For C j ∈ S C c, B picks random valuesa j( j = l +
1, ...,n) as secret keys and computesA j← ga j ( j =
l +1, ...,n) as public keys.

A is given the(u,v), (A1, ...,Al ), (Al+1, ...,An), K.
A makes queries adaptively, andB responds as fol-
lows:

WhenA makes aConfirmedSign query for a mes-
sagem, B picks a randomr ∈ Z∗p and computes

s← K(x+my+r)1/2
. ThenB returnsσ = (s, r) to A .
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When A makes aConfirm(A ,V ) / Disavow(A ,V )

query,B performs theConfirm/Disavow protocol in
the verifier role.B need not know any secret informa-
tion.

When A makes aConfirm(C ,A ) / Disavow(C ,A )

query,B performs theConfirm/Disavow protocol in
the confirmer(prover) role. Note thatB can perform
in the verifier role by rewinding since the protocol is
ZKPoK.

WhenA makes aDesignate query for a confirmer
C i , B computesBi ← (Gz)k2/ai = b1/(zai), and returns
Bi to A .

WhenA makes aExtract query,B returns the se-
cret confirmation keyb(= gk2

) to A .
WhenA makes aCorruptS query,B returnsx,y to

A .
WhenA makes aCorruptC query forC j ∈ S C c , B

returnsa j to A . The query for a confirmerC i ∈ S C h
is prohibited.
B does not abort during above simulation, and fi-
nally output a pair(m∗,s∗, r∗,Ai∗ ,Bi∗) which is ac-
cepted inConfirm protocol. Here, simulatorB can ob-
tain loggAi∗ = zai∗ by using the knowledge extractor
and can getz(becauseB generatedai∗). B computes
Gz4
← (Gz3

)
z
, then outputse(Gz4

,H) = e(G,H)z4
,

that is,B solves 3-BDHE problem. �

Lemma 2. If there exists a t-time algorithmA which
satisfiesAdvC−2(A ) ≥ ε, there exists an algorithm
which solves(t ′,ε,3)-BDHE problem. Here t′ = t +
qT where q is the total number of queries that the
adversary can issue to the oracles and T is a maxi-
mum time required to execute of an exponentiation in
G or ConfirmedSign or Confirm(A ,V )/Disavow(A ,V ) or
Confirm(C ,A )/Disavow(C ,A ) queries.

Proof. Let A be a PPT adversary that has non-
negligible advantageAdvgame2(A ). We construct a
simulatorB which solves 3-BDHE problem usingB .
B is given a random 3-BDHE challenge

(h,g,gz,gz2
,gz3

,gz5
,gz6

).
A outputs the list ofC i ∈ S C h (the identity of se-

lective honest confirmers) andC j ∈ S C c (the identity
of selective corrupted confirmers), and notifiesB .
B picks a random pair(x,y) ∈ Z

∗
p as a signing key

and compute(u← gx,v← gy) as a verification key.
B setsK← gz2

as a public confirmation key. Further-
more,B generates confirmer’s public and secret key
pairs as follows:

• For C i ∈ S C h, B picks random valuesai(i =
1, ..., l) as secret keys and computesAi ←
(gz)ai (i = 1, ..., l) as public keys.

• For C j ∈ S C c, B picks random valuesa j( j = l +
1, ...,n) as secret keys and computesA j← ga j ( j =

l +1, ...,n) as public keys.

A is given the(u,v), (A1, ...,Al ), (Al+1, ...,An), K.
A makes queries adaptively, andB responds as fol-
lows:

WhenA makes aConfirmedSign query for a mes-
sagem, B picks a randomr ∈ Z

∗
p and computes

s← K(x+my+r)1/2
. ThenB returnsσ = (s, r) to A .

When A makes aConfirm(A ,V ) / Disavow(A ,V )

query,B performs theConfirm/Disavow protocol in
the verifier role.B need not know any secret informa-
tion.

When A makes aConfirm(C ,A ) / Disavow(C ,A )

query,B performs theConfirm/Disavow protocol in
the confirmer(prover) role. Note thatB can perform
in the verifier role by rewinding since the protocol is
ZKPoK. The query thatA interacts withC j ∈ S C c is
prohibited.

WhenA makes aDesignate query for a confirmer
C i ∈ S C h, B computesBi ← (gz3

)1/ai , and returnsBi
to A . The query for a confirmerC i ∈ S C c is prohib-
ited.

WhenA makes aCorruptS query,B returnsx,y to
A .

WhenA makes aCorruptC query forC j ∈ S C c , B
returnsa j to A . The query for a confirmerC i ∈ S C h
is prohibited.
B does not abort during above simulation. Fi-

nally, A output a pair(m∗,s∗, r∗,Ai∗ ,Bi∗) which is
accepted inConfirm(A ,V ). Note that the equation
e(K,K) = e(Ai∗ ,Bi∗) holds.

Here, simulatorB can obtain loggAi∗ using the
knowledge extractor. Letαi be loggAi∗ . e(K,K) =

e(g,gz4
) holds. On the other hand,e(Ai∗ ,Bi∗) =

e(gαi ,Bi∗) = e(g,Bαi
i∗ ) holds.

Hence,B getsBαi
i∗ = gz4

and computese(gz4
,h) =

e(g,h)z4
. So,B solves 3-BDHE problem. �

6 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have shown new designated con-
firmer signature scheme, named ADCS, which the
confirmers can be added after the signature is gen-
erated. For this purpose we gave the new model and
the security definitions. Our concrete scheme shown
in Section.4 accomplishes thesecurity for signersand
thesecurity for confirmersin the standard model.

Note that our model has some restrictions (e.g.
S C h andS C c should be decided before the adversar-
ial game). It may be an interesting work to remove
the restrictions.
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In our scenario, the confirmers have broad powers
which can freely transfer their ability of signature ver-
ification. For some practical purposes, the following
improvement might be an interesting work too.

• The person who can designate new confirmers is
not the confirmer but the original signer (or an al-
ternative authority).

• The number of times ofDesignate by the confirm-
ers is limited.

The above extensions are open problems.
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